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or safe alternative accommodation found for them. We
continue to look after our vulnerable pupils and the
children of critical workers, and staff have been
exemplary in terms of their support for the school and
pupils.

We never imagined that we would have to close the
school in the middle of the year. We are here to teach -
that is our calling and want the best for our pupils. We
were fully aware of the impact that a prolonged closure
would have on the majority of our pupils but were given
no choice. Public health was the predominant concern.

Furloughing entered our vocabulary as staff accepted
the circumstances and supported the school. A small
team of administrators, cleaners, maintenance and
grounds staff was created to keep the school functioning
and they have kept us in excellent shape throughout this
period of lockdown.

Pandemics are rare but can be severe and few have
been as incapacitating as Covid-19 has. It is not the first
time that the school has been closed for reasons of
public health as the record books show in the 1830s,
1840s, 1918/19 and more recently during the 1960s. I
suppose you could say that Ackworth has a history of
dealing with such crises and managing them very well.
(See page 23).

Recovery will be slow and the costs to the nation as a
whole will be astronomical. This international crisis will
continue to change the way we live our lives _ at least
until the transmission of the virus is under control _ and
at our school it has caused us to think very carefully
about how we need to use this as an opportunity to
advance.

In the Spring edition of Ackworth Today, I mentioned the
technological revolution that was about to take place at
our school. Events beyond our control have forced this
process into another dimension; everyone has been
forced to acquire new skills: pupils have had to learn
how to use their devices ranging from smartphones to
PCs to access learning, teachers have taken crash
courses in using Microsoft Teams and their iPads to
facilitate ‘live’ lessons and parents have had to learn how
to support their children at home.

These have all been very different times.

istening and watching the world react to
the virus was surreal but, at first, life at
school remained unchanged. Cleaning
regimes evolved, messages about hand

washing, coughing, sneezing and temperature
became a daily occurrence. Parents were asked
not to consider journeys to countries and regions
of high incidence and to keep the school informed.
A few pupils had to be quarantined before
returning to school after half term but in general
lessons continued. The fifth form and upper sixth
had just completed their mock examinations and
the official countdown to GCSE and A Level
examinations had begun.

We all hoped at first that the UK would hold the virus
at bay but our confidence quickly began to evaporate
when schools across Europe started to close and
infection rates soared. Concerns were raised further
when the government decided to shield vulnerable
people. It was clear that a decision had to be made as
parents of pupils from across the world asked the
school for guidance and reassurance.

On 20 March 2020 the UK government ‘partially’
closed all schools. Ackworth School became a virtual
school overnight. How fortunate we were to have
“rolled out” iPads to our staff which enabled a
relatively smooth transition from the classroom to
online teaching and learning during a busy week
before the much needed Easter holiday. We remained
open for our boarders until they could be repatriated
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Art

Remote

Learning Drama
The 1st form have been undertaking creativity tasks this
term in Drama - here, they had to respond to a simple
question, ‘How are you?’ by writing a response on a big
poster using their wrong hand, photographing themselves
holding up their poster and thinking about composition,
placing the picture in a space that has meant
something to them over the last 11 weeks of
lockdown and wearing clothes that
somehow represent how they feel
about lockdown. Here are just two of
their moving and thoughtful
responses from Eleanor (top
right) and Charlotte (main pic).

Ali Boucher, Head of
Drama, Head of

Learning and Teaching

History
Imogen’s final project in her World War Two work: ‘I
built a shelter so it is easier for people to realise how
cramped the space would be. I recycled a cardboard
box, tea bags and a beans tin to make the shelter. The
shelter then puts their life in perspective.’

I have been incredibly impressed
with both the quality and the
creativity shown by our students
throughout our lockdown
lessons. These are just a handful
of examples of the fantastic
work I have had the pleasure of
marking! It just goes to show,
specialist art materials are not
always essential when it comes
to creating art... imagination
and a desire to give things a try,
go a very long way...

Sarah Rose, Head of Art
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3rd form - Ink

4th form - Libby

1st form - Harvey

2nd form - Owen

Claudia, 2nd form (year 8)



Remote

Learning Food & Nutrition
Thomas’ Cake-Making Guide

Luke and Jacob cake making

Throughout remote learning, KS3 students have shared
their experiences of physical activity through the online
platform, Edmodo. There has been an array of home
work-outs uploaded to show how our students are
staying active and adapting to the lock-down
restrictions. The online platforms have proven
wonderful to generate great interaction. Students have
uploaded time-lapse videos of their home workouts,
compiled creative TikTok videos as they joined the
popular toilet roll ‘keepie uppie’ lockdown challenge,
shared their #PEwithJoe daily workouts and logged
their walking, running and cycling statistics.

Despite lockdown there have been many incentives to
stay active; #stayathomeworkout trended on Twitter,
running 5km trended in support of the NHS, the 2.6
Challenge supported charities in replacement of the
postponed London Marathon and The Body Coach
delivered a daily #PEwithJoe full-body workout on
YouTube. The online web page welcomed lots of fun
ideas: Jess performed a great personalised home
workout, Marika created her own HIIT workout, Jaspreet
shared her squash related exercises, Eleanor shared
her trampolining and swing ball exercises and Caitlin
and her gymnastics club together completed the
Leaning Tower of Pisa Challenge – travelling 1097 miles

between them. The boys also showed great creativity:
Will created the 2nd form Toilet Roll Challenge video,
which included several students flaunting their
throwing, kicking and hitting skills and Noah recorded
his personalised Fitness Routine.

Well done to everybody sharing and contributing their
engagement in physical activity!

Pictured above are Jessica and Will.

Lockdown PE

Geography
2nd Form

Music
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In 2020, the whole earth has been
experiencing Covid-19. This virus
has caused massive damage to
all over the world.

As an Ackworth School
international student who is not

living in the UK at this moment, I
have to start my lessons at 4:15pm,

while other local students have just woken up in the
morning. My latest lesson in the week is held from
10:20pm to 11:00pm, but, I am very lucky that my
teacher usually lets me be absent during that lesson.
He is really kind to me. He knows that it is at night
where I live and he will record the lesson every time for
us to review it. Also, other teachers are friendly to me
too: they will not have a lesson after 1 o'clock in the
afternoon.

After talking about the school, I would like to share with
you my days during this pandemic period.
Unfortunately, I have gained 4kg (almost 9 pounds) in
this period. Maybe it has happened due to all of the
sports grounds being closed since February, however,
my PE teacher told me that there is a YouTube channel
expressly for pupils to workout at home, and I follow
her advice to watch it every morning.

I heard some people are learning new instruments in
their spare time, but I have been reading lots of books
instead. Most of these books are talking about self-
discipline and some of them are fiction.

When the number of infected people began to
decrease, the government started to open some cycling
tracks. Then my father rapidly told me to go cycling with

him. He is a great fan of cycling. Normally he goes
cycling three times a week, so he was extremely excited
when the government announced that.

I hope this Covid-19 will be gone at the end of this
school term and we will see each other at school again
soon.

Brian, 4th form (year 10)

Boarding Car�rs

Jerry is now back home in China. Here are his
thoughts on studying at Ackworth School –
remotely!

As we know, because of coronavirus, we have to
study online. In my opinion it’s such a good idea
to continue the study in this kind of situation.
Moreover, the time I stay at home is really
boring to be honest. Most of my friends are at
school. (The schools in China have opened and
students are preparing for their final exams, so
I do not want to disturb them.)

There are some negative parts of online
learning. The biggest one is the time difference,
so some of my plans have to be changed or
cancelled. On the other hand, however, the
online studying is much more relaxed than
school life. I don’t need to get up early each
morning and don’t need to wear my uniform!

Jerry, 5th form (year 11)

Remote Study

Tiffany Career education and guidance
The careers programme for summer 2020 has had to be
reviewed, and the revised careers programme was
communicated to staff, pupils and parents at the end of
April.

Lower 6th and 4th form careers interviews continued via
Microsoft Teams with pupils and parents and continued
during the summer term.

The careers curriculum for the first to third form is
ordinarily delivered through extended form periods and
PHSE. The careers session on ‘What is Work?’ was due to
be delivered during extended form time in April. In the
absence of extended form, these careers resources were
adapted and emailed to pupils, to allow them to work
through these tasks, independently, from home, at a time
to suit them, during the summer term.

Similarly, the 4th form ‘Careers for the Future’ and the
L6th ‘Post-18 Options’ resources were adapted and
emailed to pupils to allow them to work through these
tasks independently.

The summer terms are particularly important for the
L6th, helping them to think through their options post-
18. Resources were developed and emailed to L6th
pupils to support them in choosing and researching
degree subjects, apprenticeships and employment.
Pupils were advised to choose the appropriate option (or
they could choose more than one option) to work on
independently during extended form time or a free
period.

Careers Teams
Careers teams have been created in Microsoft Teams for
the 4th, 5th, L6th and U6th forms. This is to facilitate the
sharing of focused careers resources to our pupils.
Careers Edmodo, which is currently available for the
L6th/U6th will run in tandem to the end of this academic
year and from September 2020, will be replaced by
Careers Teams.

U6th UCAS applications
All university offers have now been received.
Pupils were provided with several links to the UCAS
website to help them to understand how to reply to their
offers. They were emailed directly to ask if they required
any support and their 6th form tutors were made aware.

L6th - Preparation for UCAS
Most L6th pupils are planning to apply to a UK university
between 15 October 2020 and 15 January 2021 and L6th
pupils began their UCAS application mid June.

COVID-19
UCAS hosted a further Q&A session regarding the impact
of COVID-19 on the university application process for
September 2020 and 2021. A summary was shared with
both U6th and L6th pupils via Teams and Careers
Edmodo.

5th Form Work Experience
Unsurprisingly work experience for 2020 was postponed.
We are working with North Yorkshire Business Education
Partnership to understand what arrangements can be
made to minimise costs for this year’s work experience
programme, for example carrying over some placements
to 2021.

In the absence of work experience, pupils were provided
with alternative resources to develop their skills and
enhance their personal statements and CV. There are
also opportunities being provided by Further Education
and Higher Education establishments, that are being
posted on Careers Edmodo and Careers Teams.

Careers Clinic/External Speakers
A wide range of careers opportunities were made
available to pupils online. These were publicised using
Careers Edmodo and Careers Teams.

Other Summer Term Careers
events
• 4th form - Morrisby – Update interests questionnaire

and full aptitude testing
• 4th & 5th form, Pre-A level - Choosing A Levels –

presentation by the University of Leeds
• 4th & 5th form, Pre-A level - Choosing a course and

university – presentation by the University of Leeds
• Alternatives to work experience bulletin published for

4th form – U6th
• L6th – UCAS preparation week
• U6th – Preparation for results day, including a

presentation on clearing and adjustment
• U6th - Preparing to leave home for university

What’s been happening?
We have been operating as a virtual school since 20 March 2020 and therefore
our careers provision has also had to make the transition online. Our aim has
been to continue to provide pupils with expert careers advice remotely.

Tiffany, from China, who was unable to go
home immediately, is working hard to keep
up with her lessons and spends her free
time relaxing with a furry friend.

Offline Learning
during the Pandemic
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From 1 June 2020, pupils in the government-assigned
year groups started to return to Coram House.
(Some key worker children of course have been
attending school throughout the lockdown.)

Getting ready for our return was a complicated
operation, starting with us measuring work spaces in
classrooms, organising new cleaning regimes and
thinking about staggered start and finish times.
Pupils were put into ‘bubbles’, with each bubble being
given designated staff.

Staff were understandably nervous about how social
distancing could and should work. We worked
together firstly, and then within class bubbles, to
break down the ‘barriers’ and sort out the new
normal. As fast as we did this, government guidance
was forever changing. We looked at models that
were working all over the world and put these into our
organisation package.

To begin with the Reception and Year 6 children came
back into school; Year 1 and finally Nursery joined us
a couple of days later. What a joy to see excited faces,
meeting friends again and seeing their teachers.
What I noted in these first few days was the sound of
children playing. Children are resilient and
adaptable. They were happy and new regimes did not
phase them.

Whether parents have decided to send children in or
not, virtual learning has continued. Teachers (and
parents) have learnt new ways of teaching and
learning and our curriculum may change for ever as a
result. The creative and digital curriculum has been
our greatest area for training and development.
Parents have been involved in the fun of learning with
their children.

Microsoft Teams has meant that live teaching, and
meetings have still been able to go ahead. We have
been able to assess our children’s confidences. It has
truly been an opportunity to redefine the way in which
we deliver teaching and learning. Lockdown has
given us the opportunity to experiment and be brave
– for teachers, pupils and their parents.

So what has the lockdown given us to take forward
into the future of our school? Collegiality – working
together and improved communication, an
opportunity to learn together and share and finally,
more time for reflection which will make a difference
to our pupils. We look forward to an exciting future…

Sally Slater, Coram Head

Moving Forward

Wi% Sa�y Slater
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Our Nursery children have been working
hard during the lockdown. The first week's

focus was on developing 'independence'.
Children have been practising doing things all

by themselves: using a knife and fork,
washing and drying their hands, getting

dressed, putting on a coat, using zips and
buttons, putting on their shoes and tidying

up. The children have embraced their
tasks! Some children have even

shown other lovely
independent skills.
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Kindergarten
C�am

House

We have all had
a joyful reunion
at Nursery! After
so many weeks

apart, it has been wonderful to again fill each room
with much excitement, love and laughter. Without
exception, each child who has returned has settled
in as if they have never been away. The children
have been taking part in creative activities, singing,
dancing and listening to stories. Our Kindergarten
children have also been eager to engage in
challenging writing and mathematical tasks in
preparation for their transition into Reception Class
in September. We have been so proud of our little
ones as they have instantly adapted to the
necessary changes in the Nursery environment and
adhered to the many vital, hygiene routines we
have put in place. We are all looking forward to
enjoying our time together and seeing the rest of
our lovely friends in September.

Nursery

Reception

Reception - Francesca’s beanstalk!

Lois and Anjola
working hard

Arlo and his rainbow poster

Annie cutting
strawberries

Freddie putting
on his own shoes

I felt a bit nervous about coming back
to school because I forgot my friends,
and I only remembered two of them.
Now we have to stay two metres away
from each other. We keep far away
because of Coronavirus and to help the
doctors. The best part of being back is
learning all about jungle animals and
playing with my friends.

Thomas - Reception

I was a bit scared about coming back to
school, but excited to see my friends.
Our classroom has changed and is in
Year 3 now and we get our own desk.
It’s good to be back at school to do
work instead of videos. Now it’s face
to face again and we’re doing work and
are able to play with our friends.

Elsie – Year 1

I’m really glad to be back. Now it’s
different though, because everyone is
far apart and there is lots of
handwashing. The best part of being
back is that We are back to normal
lessons. We use Teams now to talk to
friends at home as well as in the
classroom. We have different
playgrounds and there is loads of space
to play. I love the astro!

Charlie – Year 6



C�am

House

Pocket Hugs
Year 4 - Gabriella has spent 12 hours making 82 ‘Pocket Hugs’.

She took 57 to the the nursing home for their 22 residents and
35 staff and the remainder she posted to family in Scotland! She

also created the little poem. Well done, Gabriella.

William’s Shopping Kindness
Every week I deliver shopping to seven elderly people with
my Mum. We get a delivery from Sainsbury’s at noon and
unpack the shopping. After that, we put everything in
labelled bags and deliver them. They thank us for our work.
Normally, this process takes about two to three hours but
it is fun and makes our neighbours smile.
For VE day, we wanted to give the older community
something to celebrate. My Dad and I set up decorations,
bunting and a flag. The next day, we had a socially
distanced tea party. Dad and I were the bingo callers and
it made our neighbours laugh.
I met a lady named Dorothy. Unbelievably, she was ninety-
two and she was evacuated in World War Two from her
home in Doncaster! She told me the whole story and has
said I can visit her when lockdown has ended. She was
amazing.
It has been very enjoyable to help the community during
the Coronavirus. I have got to know our older neighbours
better and enjoy chatting to them in the street. I think we
will help them with their shopping for a long time.

William, Year 5
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Years 4, 5 and 6Years 1, 2 and 3

Year 5 - William with shopping which he sorts
and delivers to elderly neighbours.

Year 6 -
Ashton - “I

picked
daffodils and

took them
with the

Young
Leaders

kindness
postcard to

the
residential

home in
Ackworth.”

Year 5 - Sophia and Rachael
created this hedgehog home
as part of their outdoor
learning.

Year 5 - Zach gave an oral
presentation on the
butterfly lifecycle as part of
his Science work.

From left to
right: Freya
designed a
poster to thank
the NHS and
Year 3 had fun
making food
flags of the
world. Here is
Emelia’s flag.

Below: Year 2
produced some
amazing work
for VE Day!



Home-schooling is a strange new experience. There
have been some perks as well as some downs, but it
does give you time to reflect and makes you realise not
to take small things for granted.

Normally our lives are so chaotic and busy, however,
having this time has made me appreciate being at
school with my friends and playing sport with my
teammates as this is what I have missed most. I am
very lucky to have a twin brother who is good company
and has been helpful when home schooling….well
most of the time!

The teachers have been very supportive and
understanding with the work and although my parents
have tried to help where they can, I now realise they
wouldn’t have made good teachers! We have had live
calls which have been as varied as making rockets all
the way to cooking fruit pancakes, which have been
great fun.

I feel worried about what is going on in the world
around me but also safe and happy in my home while
watching a lot of Netflix to keep entertained. The
chocolate cupboard has definitely been obliterated.

Getting an extra hour in bed each morning is
something I will miss when the school day returns to
normal, but it’s been nice to live in my pyjamas all day
and not have to do my hair. However, I can’t wait to get
back to school and life to return back to a new normal.

Claudia, 2nd form (year 8)

During lockdown, I have been trying to keep to my
normal routine. I have been waking up at the same time
and getting ready for school just like usual. I make sure
that I have all the sheets I need for the day printed off
or ready to look at before the school day starts. For
each subject, if we get sent the work for the whole

week, I plan what to do on each day so I can stay
organised and don’t get confused.

The calls on Microsoft Teams have been really good to
either ask questions if I need to, or just to see people,
even if it is just once a week.

At the end of the school day, I do any prep that we have
been set or any work that took me a while and didn’t
quite finish. Finally, I double check that I have handed in
all my work and tidy up my desk as usual.

Once I have finished with school, I have 2 hours of
gymnastics most days over Zoom. These help me keep
up to things as going from 12 hours a week to 0 hours
was quite a scary difference and I don’t want to go back
not being able to do things that I worked so hard for.

Amongst all these things, I go on long bike rides at the
weekends and evening walks during the week.

I keep in touch with my friends every day either by
calling or messaging to discuss work if we are stuck or
just to have some fun.

Overall, lockdown and virtual learning is going really
well. I don’t feel much difference in my day other than
I’m doing things at home rather than at school or my
gym club. If you keep a good scheduled routine, you’ll
find that you don’t have much time to be bored and will
therefore enjoy this crazy experience more than you
would expect.

However, I am definitely looking forward to getting a bit
of normality back into our lives as soon as possible!

Caitlin, 1st form, (year 7)

Pandemic
PoemsReflections
The Pandemic Came...
The pandemic came,
In 2019,
China took the blame
And hid in quarantine.
In 2020 the world became frantic,
All along the Pacific Ocean and up to the Atlantic.
Mankind hid away in fear and disbelief.
As our loved ones died, we began to grieve.
The governments knew something had to change,
And met with ideas in exchange,
The schools and parks and shops were closed,
No one was allowed to see another soul.
But the key workers worked hard every day,
Fighting to keep the terrible virus at bay.
As we sat inside we realised what we’d done,
Because from the polluted skies came out the sun.
We were off our phones and started to smile,
Something that hadn’t happened in a while.
We said ‘Thank you!’ to the NHS,
Doing all of this relieved our stress.
The trees and flowers began to grow,
The birds flew freely and put on a show.
Covid-19 ripped the world apart,
But somehow managed to repair our hearts.

Eleanor, 1st form (year 7)

Something Lovely
And people stayed home
And stayed alert
And people rested
And then did their work
And played all day until the sun was gone
And the sun went down and the moon shone.
Someone sang,
Someone danced,
Someone clapped their hands with pots and pans
Someone met their own shadow
And people started thinking differently
And people protected the NHS
And in the absence of the people who didn’t social
distance,
Dangerous, mindless and heartless,
The earth began to rid itself of the virus.
And when the danger started to go
People were relieved even though
Those who had passed were no longer with us.
People dreamed of new visions
And related new ways to live
And healed the earth fully
And that is what coronavirus did.

Eve, 1st form (year 7)

Life After Lockdown
Tea and toast,
A Sunday roast,
Lying under a tree,
Days by the sea,
Warm duvet,
A week away,
Amazing book,
An encouraging look,
Days at school,
A rest by the pool,
Terrific grins,
Normal life begins.

Hannah, 1st form (year 7)

Seni�

School
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Quarantine
Ink & Isabel

At the start of quarantine Ink came to stay at my
house for a week, but due to circumstances
beyond her control she ended up staying for
eight weeks. During the Easter holidays we
made homemade pizzas using Miss Hodge’s
recipe. We added lots of toppings and they
tasted amazing. We also baked chocolate cake
and Ben made lots of scones too. We enjoyed
having afternoon tea on VE Day and Ink gave me
a quarantine hair cut that ended in lots of
laughter.

At the start of quarantine, online school seemed
easier than I thought it would be, but I found
that work took longer to complete and there
was not much structure to the day because you
could do the work at any time. After the holidays
we had more online lessons and so we had
more structure to the day making me work
harder but seeing other people on the calls
made quarantine easier.

Isabel, 3rd form (year 9)

Seni�

School

To be honest, quarantine/online school was not
much different to what I do on a regular
weekend - homework, homework, homework!

However, when I was at Isabel's, I was forced to
go outside against my will! All I wanted to do was
finish my school work, but apparently, it’s
"healthy" to go outside at for least half an hour
a day!

For me, online school at first was overwhelming,
since I am a master procrastinator. But then I
learnt how to manage my time and organise
myself properly. It took some time to get used to
the websites, the calls, the deadlines, but we got
the hang of it after the second week. For most
subjects we have had live lessons with our
teachers, which makes the lessons more
dynamic and active (it also makes me feel like
the teachers are watching what I’m doing, so I
focus on my work more). Before all this, I
wouldn't have called myself tech savvy, per se,
but now I know how to use Microsoft Teams!
Maybe ICT wasn't a bad choice for my GCSEs
after all...

Not only did I do all my work and complete it on
time (most of it anyway), Isabel and I had some
spare time on our hands and decided to make
pancakes. As seen in the picture, our faces could
probably tell you how proud we were of this
one. It had exactly a 9 cm diameter. To put it
simply, it was beautiful!

The weather was also really nice for a few days,
so we went out for a bike ride! (I did, unwillingly,
but Isabel was ecstatic). When we got home, my
legs wobbled like wet noodles and my quads
burned like crazy.

Then Isabel said "Let’s do that again tomorrow!"

Ink, 3rd form (year 9)

I have learnt a lot over the past few weeks! School is a
place for building friendships, learning responsibility,
and getting an escape from the house, but it seems as
though the Coronavirus has, for now, taken much of
that away from us.

I loved getting to see my friends
every day in the school
environment. Now that it is taken
away from me, I realise for the
first time, that school was my
main source of communicating
with people. I have felt as though
I have been drifting from the
friendships I had at school since
we have not been able to go.

School also taught us
responsibility. I had a schedule
when going to classes. Now that I
have no reason to have a
schedule, I have been going to bed and waking up
much later than I used to. It’s been hard.

My first reaction to online study as I looked at the
homework checklist was that it was overwhelming. At
the beginning tons of homework overwhelmed me
every day. I found it extremely hard to find an ‘escape’
from school. Since it all takes place at my home, de-
stressing has become more difficult because I feel like
school is there with me the entire day. But it is all a
learning process and adapting to the changes will
certainly help me for my studies in the future.

If you are the oldest of the siblings, like me, you will also
find yourself being a walking google/textbook for your
younger siblings. I have had an insight in to what a
teacher’s day is like and it has certainly cancelled that
job out for me in the future!

I was truly taken aback when I heard that the GCSEs
were cancelled. I had accepted
that the GCSE exam hall was a
level playing field for all
capacities to get the results they
really worked hard for. However,
my year has been deprived of
this chance to show what we can
accomplish and not let our Sats
and predicted grades
characterise who we are,
following five years of sweat and
tears.

Despite my anxieties, my mind
was put at ease a little when I
found out the government’s plan.
I know that my teachers know

how hard I have worked and that they won’t ignore that.
I was even more pleased to find out if you feel like your
grades do not reflect your ability you can appeal or take
the exams in the Autumn.

Overall, there is a lot to do and if you use your time
wisely it is not that bad. As students we will get past it
with the help and support of our teachers. My advice
now would be to just get your work done as soon as
possible.

Nathan, 5th form (year 11)

Nathan

Although working remotely has come with certain
challenges, there are definitely many positives to
take away from this unique experience.
One of the biggest areas I have struggled with is
not being able to physically see my friends. At
times, it has felt difficult to motivate myself to learn
at home, as the process of getting ready, travelling
to school and seeing my friends has played a major
factor in getting me prepared to learn. I have also
felt that some online work has been more difficult
to understand compared to learning in a
classroom, where I can interact with my teachers.
This process has forced me to become more
independent as immediate support and guidance
is not available like it would be in a lesson.
Despite this, through independent work and
receiving feedback from my teachers, my
confidence has improved. Furthermore, I have
gained extremely helpful skills from using Microsoft
Teams and Edmodo. My time management has
improved as I now have the freedom to complete
tasks at my own pace. I have made it my goal to try
not to procrastinate, even though sometimes I am
not able to achieve this!

I have enjoyed communicating with my teachers
and friends online and feel I have been better at
asking questions and being more focused for the
support I need for online lessons.
Overall, although there have been many positives
and challenges from learning at home, the
experience has highlighted how much I prefer
learning in school and enjoy and how much I enjoy
face to face interactions and lessons with friends
and teachers.

Layla, 4th form (year 10)

Layla
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When school had to close in March, boarder,
Ink, was unable to get home immediately. She
stayed with friend, Isabel and her family. Now
back with her family in Thailand, she and
Isabel joined together on FaceTime to write
their thoughts on remote learning.



Seni�

School

School cancellation always seemed like
a dream to younger me, almost fun.
The idea of sleeping later, waking up
only a short time before lessons began
and having more freedom was a positive
one, the long days and workload of
school seemed overwhelming sometimes.
But this experience was far from the utopian
fantasy which I had conjured up. It has taught
me many things and, in some respects, yes has been
easier: I have managed to sleep in longer. But it’s also
been hard _ much harder than I’d anticipated.

I’ve realised not only how privileged I am to be provided
with a good education, but also that I really like
receiving that education. I like going to school. When
school closures were put in place mid-March I had
anticipated the social effects this would have for me,
but the promise of FaceTimes and messages seemed
to provide a solution, and they did for a while, but
nothing is the same as being with those people, and it’s
harder to stay in touch than you think at times like this.

The impact of working at home though
was unprecedented for me. I’ve realised

how much structure school provided
for me, and how much I liked this. It
was suddenly a time where I couldn’t
rely on others to provide stability for
me, it was something I had to do for
myself and although this was hard, I

know this will serve me greatly in the
future. I’ve taken control of a lot more

than I’m used to and it will be extremely
useful for university in my near future along

with the skills I’ve grown from the technical side
of online learning, which have been very different and
have had to be learnt very quickly.

Perhaps most disconcerting for me is the uncertainty
of this whole situation. All we seem to be able to do at
this time is hope. I hope we’ll return to school soon; I
hope I can see my friends and most pressing at this
point in time for me is that I hope my application for
university can go ahead without the open days or I
hope I can visit in September. I hope normality can
resume.

Maisie, L6th (year 12)

Maisie

On the Wednesday, a few days before the last Friday
ever at Ackworth School all of the 5th form were
told that GCSEs had been cancelled. This was due
to the Coronavirus. At the time no-one thought
anything of the pandemic, but that it was just a
measly minor outbreak. The next thing I remember
happening that school evening was everyone
gathering to go into the dining room to eat dinner.
Instead of queues for food, there were 20 of us girls
taking care of each other. Tears and emotions were
rife. The boys gathered at two tables. They sat
chatting and mumbling, as everyone was too
overwhelmed.

On Thursday that week, it was more calm. And
everyone went about their morning as usual. As a
Quaker School at Ackworth, we have Morning
Meeting every morning, the Quakers’ way of
meeting for worship. Our Headmaster, Anton
Maree, sat in silence longer than usual as pupils
from the whole school swarmed in to get to their
benches. Everyone was eager to hear if plans of a
‘lockdown’ were going to be dismissed, and GCSEs
would continue after all. For all of the 5th form, this
was to lead to disappointment later that evening:
Boris Johnson, told us that no GCSEs or A level
examinations would be taking place in the summer

of 2020, and at the same time, a lockdown was to
commence the following week.

Friday morning was my last Morning Meeting ever.
I was devastated and heartbroken that I had to say
goodbye to so many amazing people that day. Mr
Maree was the only one to stand up in Morning
Meeting. He said farewell and good luck to the 5th
form. I burst into tears. I slowly made my way out of
the Meeting House, to find so many around me in
tears. I made my way back into school to say all of
my goodbyes.

My best friend’s parents had allowed me to stay
with them for as long as it took for lockdown to be
lifted or until I could journey back home to
Luxembourg. I had been in England for 10 weeks,
before I finally was able to venture back home with
my oldest sister.

Overall, lockdown was a happy experience for me,
but I am nonetheless glad to be back home.

Hannah, 5th form (year 11)

Hannah
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Lower 6th boarder Gelegu, from Nigeria, writes his
poignant thoughts on the Black Lives Matter
movement, equality and how racism can impact on
young people.

The world seemed to be set ablaze by the aftermath of
the incident that took place in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
United States, on 25 May 2020. However, for most it
was a matter of place and timing, as similar events had
taken place in the past few years, with 2015 seeing
more than 100 recorded cases of police brutality on
black people which resulted in deaths, and even more
unrecorded cases.

One might ask why these brutal events take place year
in and year out? Why would someone discriminate
against another human being because of the colour of
their skin, the texture of their hair or even the size of
their hands?

Ultimately it all boils down to what we learn between
the tender ages of 3 and 5 years old, as, during those
years children begin to develop their personalities
through interactions with their family. The morals of the
family members will stick with the child for life but a
child also learns from observations - what the child sees
and hears.

In a situation where the father and mother spend a
night out with their neighbours of a different race and
cultural background, the parents may seem to be
enjoying their night out but underneath there might be
a different story…when the parents get home they
might nag about how their neighbours eat, speak and
dress. A stereotype then arises from this, where the
parents conclude that this is just ‘how they all act’.
Although the child has not said this, they have been

listening and digesting all the remarks and concluded
stereotypes. The real question now lies with how the
child will treat other children of different ethnicities.
There is only one answer to that: a child will display
what he or she has been taught and influenced by.

Racism and prejudice affect us all, but in cases where
young black students have to research the treatment
of minority groups before they can apply for a school in
that country, that is uncalled for!

Where parents have to lecture their sons and daughters
to be ready and prepared for discrimination, that is sad.
But when they tell their children to allow it most of the
time, as responding will play to the stereotype of black
people being too loud and easily angered, this causes
an inferiority complex. The child does not feel like they
are smart enough to understand a topic in school,
because they feel all eyes are staring at them. When
they go to a white, male dominated bar, or they just feel
like they can’t try something new like skiing, then they
feel strongly about the invisible barrier that has been
inbuilt in them by society.

It is very easy to sideline all these issues if you are not
affected by them, but it is also easy for the majority to
become the minority with a change of location.

No one is immune to prejudice, racism and stereotypes
or any form of discrimination. The only way to attain
equality is for us to share in solidarity for one and
another, educate ourselves and use this new-found
knowledge to increase awareness in our families and
communities.

My prayers go out to the families affected by racism.

Gelegu, L6th (year 12)

Equality: Black Lives Matter



By this time, I had expected to have sat all of my
exams. By this time, we would already have spent
the last days of our last year sitting on the Green
between classes, eating dinner together, and
talking at night in the boarding house where I was
living with the girls and staff who I had grown so
close to, who had become my second family.

Never could I have expected a pandemic to come
between us and our last few months at Ackworth. It’s
the strangest thing to now only be connected to the
amazing people who have taught me and supported
me - some from the beginning of my time at Ackworth,
others for the last two years - through an email.

Throughout the months of quarantine, the sadness and
the loss I initially felt has inevitably subsided, and
instead I’ve encountered an unfamiliar feeling. I’ve
come to realise it’s unfamiliar simply because I can’t
remember a time when every hour of my life wasn’t
accounted for. Now I can sit in the garden and read all
the books that always seemed to be eclipsed by
revision, spend time with my family at any hour of the
day, my free time no longer taking shape merely as a
break between essays. For the first time since I was
fourteen, my days aren’t determined by my study
schedule.

Except, there are these moments when I feel so innately
sad, as if something is missing. I feel it when I see a
picture of a forgotten day in Spanish class, or when I
finally finished condensing my four English folders into
one, or find an artwork that I never finished.

Perhaps, people will think that this is what every
student goes through when they leave school - but I feel
as if our departure has cut more deeply than others.
You are supposed to be eased out of this routine we’ve
known for so long, are supposed to find the last page of
your textbook, unwrap your burgundy hoodie and go
on study leave in May, supposed to sit in the hall and
watch as the clock ticks down in your last exam and feel
that elation, that relief that you’ve worked for.

We lost all of that.

The impact of each person I’ve met at Ackworth will stay
with me forever, and is not something which can be
forgotten after years in university, or after I get my first
job or even in the midst of a global crisis.

The teachers I’ve had the pleasure of being taught by,
have shown me who I would like to be, and I am so
grateful to have been able to sit in their classrooms for
the last two years. I hope they know what a profound
impression they’ve left on me, and that I strongly
believe any success I have had, and may have from here
on out, is undoubtedly as much theirs as it is mine.

To all of us who have experienced this strange,
fractured time together _ to all the staff who were and
still are so devoted to us, to all of my classmates _ to all
of the lasts we’d had but didn’t realise we were having
so soon:

“There is no real ending. It's just the place where you stop
the story." - Frank Herbert

Martha, Head Girl, U6th (year 13)

Martha
Henry

I’ve been at Ackworth for a decade now and
I’m sure after that length of time leaving
under any circumstances would have felt
strange but it does, especially so now, with it
having ended the way it did.

Being told that this week was to be our last ever
seemed unjust, as it meant slamming a door to
and leaving severed a period that had made up
the majority of our lives. But with the benefit of
hindsight it has highlighted to me how much the
school and its people have really meant and
continue to mean to me. Now I often catch myself
reminiscing about the times that I’ve had and
think about how much I’d love to go back and
relive just a few of them. Yet at the time, I, like
many of my friends, went through school thinking
that it wasn’t having much of an effect on me. But
as is often said: you don’t know what you’ve got
until it’s gone.

Looking back, there have been so many highs and
the vast majority have been during events such
as school trips, sports fixtures and performances.
So, if I were to give some advice to those who will
– at some point – be returning to Ackworth, it
would be this: take the opportunities given to
you, agree to do that something even if your
friends haven’t and make the most of every day.
As well, whether it is relaxing on the Green in
summer, sitting in a lesson or even in Morning
Meetings, take a moment to look around you and
be appreciative of what and who you have. It is
far too easy to lay back and let school just
‘happen’. Instead, cherish each day like it’s your
last, because one day it will be and you’ll want to
do it all over again!'

Henry, Head Boy, U6th (year 13)

I’m sure that some
of the upper sixth
leaving this summer,
and some of you
reading will feel that
it’s an awful shame
that they haven’t
been able to
celebrate an end to
their Ackworth
journey.

The truth of the
matter is, this year
group have always been unique. They’ve always
made their own way, they have been different,
remarkable even. In some respects an
extraordinary end to their time with us is no
surprise at all.

I think it’s important that they and we remember
that the worst thing they could do right now is stop
living. Even though it might feel like our lives and
plans have been paused, life is moving and time is
going. 2020 is still a year out of our lives and we
must embrace it and make the most of what we
have. I am confident that the ‘Covid’ Class of 2020
will do this!

I don’t want to get too serious or philosophical so
I’ll remind you of the most important thing you
need to remember ... Anton Maree said we can
have a leaving party at his house when all this is
over!

Keep bright the chain!

Alexandra Collingwood,
Head of Sixth Form, Head of History

Keep Bright
the Chain

Six% F�m Farewe�!
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To stay connected Autism Resource staff and pupils
have published newsletters each week with articles
from pupils and staff. The publication is called
‘Reflections’ to look back on the week, and to think
about what is to come.

Each week a theme has been established, pupils and
staff are challenged to send in pictures and a few words
to let friends see just what they are doing.

The themes have included ‘Steps’, ‘Pets’, ‘Recording’ and
then over half term there was a ‘Bingo Challenge’.

So thanks to all our hard working pupils, with
contributions here from Stevie, Evie and Fraser
pictured, Charlotte for the chocolate cake, and Guinea
Pigs, Kacie who submitted a picture of her dog and a
recording of her music and Hannah who submitted a
picture of her dog Honey.

Autism

Resource Staying Connected

Shannon Hoyle, who works in our Autism
Resource, gave birth to baby Reuben at the

beginning of May. He weighed 6lbs 13oz
and baby and mum are doing well.

Congratulations, Shannon!
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The lockdown has given us the chance to delve into the
history of the school to see whether or not we have
experienced closure or quarantine in the past. We are
fortunate to have the services of our own archivist, Celia
Woolf, who when set the challenge responded with
alacrity.

There are at least 19 recorded cases of epidemics at the
school between 1779 and 2020. These epidemics range
from serious diseases like smallpox, measles, scarlet
fever, typhus fever and Spanish flu, to tonsillitis and
mumps.

Minutes from the Committee Minute Book provide a
record of the nature of the epidemic, its duration and
the number of cases and sadly deaths that resulted. It
has to be remembered that at the time there was no
cure for smallpox until inoculation.

Ackworth was relatively isolated and the pupils were
further removed from the local population at that time
and this may have played its part in keeping epidemics
at bay. Before Spanish Flu, scarlet
fever and typhus fever were by far
the most serious of the diseases
visited upon the school. Scarlet
fever was the most regular of the
diseases, occurring no less than 6
times during the 19th Century.

In 1803 there were 7 deaths at the
school as a result of scarlet fever
and some children were sent
home where travel was feasible.
Travel to London by carriage was
expensive and could take between
6 and 7 days in an age before
macadamised roads and railways.
A huge cleaning operation
followed at the school, during
which the pupils were housed in the Girls’ Dining Room,
Centre Library and the village.

The most serious epidemics faced by the school
occurred in the 1820s and 1830s. Sixty cases of Typhus
fever are recorded in 1824, leading to 3 deaths, but this
was a relatively small outbreak by comparison to the
183 cases of typhus in 1828. The school buildings and
clothing belonging to the children were fumigated on
the advice of two medical men in attendance during the
fever. Pupils who had completed their education were
not allowed to leave the school and no new admissions
were made to the school. At the time the medical advice
was that the healthy children did not need to be sent
home. In 1838 another severe outbreak of scarlet fever
affected 180 pupils at the school.

The most cases at any time were recorded in 1831 with
203 cases of typhus and 3 deaths out of a pupil
population of 299. Apparently the school decided to
increase the amount of meat fed to the children to
improve their health.

Luke Howard, who developed a system for the naming
of clouds, lived in the village and was a friend to the
school. He was reported as suggesting that children
ought to have short meetings and a more generous
diet. His advice was certainly more palatable than
advice given by another visitor at the time who
according to Thomas Hunton (AOS 1830s) said that
“...the fever was infectious and that most likely some of
us would die of it…” Hunton records that, “At that time
it was considered a discouraging address however well
intentioned…and it was gloomy enough without it to
find our school fellows, day by day, removed from our
classes, some of them never to return” (Thompson,
History of Ackworth School, Page 195).

A report presented to the Committee in 1831 by
Superintendent Robert Whitaker, reads like the daily
briefings from No.10 Downing Street during our current
crisis without accompanying graphs. The photograph
(left), which is a circular to parents, informed them
about the epidemic and was signed by Joseph
Rowntree.

In the aftermath of the First World
War, two epidemics occurred:
measles, during the Summer
Term of 1918 and in the Autumn
Term, influenza which suspended
school activities for almost three
weeks. In the Committee minutes
of November 1918, the
Headmaster’s report stated that
nearly 300 cases of influenza had
occurred at the school including
12 members of staff and 16
servants. It was thought to have
been the most serious outbreak
of disease in the school during the
last 40 years and the minutes

record the deaths of two pupils, Kathleen Mitchell and
Elsa Hazell.

In 1957 there was an Asian Flu epidemic. Tonsillitis
swept through the school in 1963, with 121 cases
recorded and in 1964 an outbreak of mumps led to
quarantine arrangements for a few weeks for those
who were affected.

There is not much to be found in the school’s official
records and we have done well to find even these
references. There is no doubt that the school was
closed for some length of time during the epidemics
that are known to have occurred but nothing bears
comparison to the lockdown we are currently
experiencing. What is clear is that the school has always
managed to bounce back from adversity as it will, no
doubt, from this current crisis of international
significance. To date no cases of an Ackworth School
pupil with Covid-19 have been reported to the school.

Epidemics

Ackworth School’s Epidemics
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upwards of 1200 gloves and some high standard face
masks. Our special thanks go to Chris Readman and
Michael Windsor for coming into school to collect the
equipment in the Science and DT departments
respectively and to Dan Jones for co-ordinating our
efforts.

As most pupils had travelled
home by 29 March 2020, the
school had fresh food
deliveries to school which
were no longer required and
could be donated to the
vulnerable in our local
community. Our thanks go to
Sam Baker, our Deputy Head
and Nicola Gilbert, our
Business Development
Manager for leading on this
initiative with This is Ackworth.

Food Donations to the local community

School in Lockdown

We have been attending school since lockdown
because our parents are key workers. There have
not been a lot of children in school since the UK
has been in lockdown. There are now a lot of
computers for us to do our home learning at
school. We miss our friends but we have made
new ones. We have enjoyed riding on the bikes in
Pre-Prep in the first week and also playing
hockey. Things are changing now that more year
groups are back at school.

Key Worker Children
Jasmine and Gage, Year 5

We could not have imagined that on 23 March
2020, the school would transition to operating
as a virtual school, with most school activities
having to switch online. This has been a
challenge for our community outreach
programme, with many planned events due
to take place in school having to be
postponed. However, we have continued to
fulfil our commitments to our community
outreach programme, helping our local
community during this unprecedented time.

COVID-19 - Help in the
Community
Ackworth School has worked closely with
Ackworth Churches Together, Ackworth Parish
Council and the local TiA (This is Ackworth)
Community Group for several years. On 16
March 2020, Anton Maree, offered Ackworth
School to be the first point of contact for anyone
in need of help. School has been the hub for co-
ordinating requests for help within the village.
There are currently 106 volunteers from across
the village (including Ackworth School teachers,
pupils and parents) who are helping the local
community when they are housebound due to
COVID-19. This could be shopping, posting mail,
a friendly phone call, sourcing urgent supplies or
even helping with dog walking!
Since the launch, there have been over 118
requests for help. Some volunteers are in direct
contact with those in need, so it is likely that there
is more happening than we realise, and this
number is likely to be much higher.
All those involved in this initiative have been the
catalyst for providing help to others throughout
the village at this difficult time.
Community banners have been placed outside
the school, as a thank you to all involved, and as
a thank you to the NHS and front line staff, for all
they are doing to keep us safe.

PPE Donations to
Pinderfields Hospital
The Mid Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust, which
runs Pinderfields, Pontefract and Dewsbury
Hospitals, requested help, as they experienced a
shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE)
for front line NHS staff.
Ackworth School collected all the nitrile gloves,
spare safety goggles and face masks from the
Science and DT departments to donate to
Pinderfields Hospital. The donation included

Community

Community Outreach



Tributes to the men of World War Two

The stories relating to the 32 young men on
the Second World War Memorial at
Ackworth are many and varied, all of

them tragic. Here are just a few of them:

Oliver Adamson was killed with his wife in October
1940 while acting as an Air Raid Warden in the
London Blitz. Thomas Hodgkinson of the Merchant
Navy was killed when his ship was torpedoed off
the Scottish coast in August, 1940. Douglas Hardy
of the FAU died of disease while delivering medical
supplies on the China Convoy in 1942.

The majority of the 32 were in the RAF and were
killed on operations or while training, among them
James Quayle, Pelham Allen, Lewis McMichael and
Robert Clark.

Frank Scholes was a Captain in the Duke of
Wellington's Regiment. He landed in Normandy on
12th June, 1944 but was killed in action 6 days later
at the age of 25.

Cedric Robson sums up the spirit of Ackworth. He
joined the Royal Army Medical Corps as a qualified
doctor in 1940 and was sent to Malaya. He was
captured in the fall of Singapore and, as a Prisoner
of War of the Japanese, worked on the infamous
Burma Railway. In September 1944, while being
transferred to Japan, his ship was sunk in an air
raid. A survivor reported that ".... he last saw Cedric
when the boat was sinking and he was helping the
sick men to put on their life belts." Cedric, aged
29, is named on the Singapore Memorial to the
Missing.

Non sibi, sed omnibus

Frank Scholes' grave
A tribute was placed on the grave of one of our Old
Scholars in Normandy in time for the anniversary
of D-Day. The Commonwealth War Graves
Commission sent this photograph of the tribute,
the small green plaque, placed on the grave of
Frank Scholes.

The Ackworth Scarecrow Festival
A group of residents developed the ‘Ackworth
Scarecrow Festival’. This was a fun idea, to cheer people
up in the village whilst social distancing. The idea was
to make a scarecrow and display it. A map was
developed of where all the scarecrows were located, so
that residents could follow the trail. Donations were
requested with the money raised being donated to
Oliver, a little boy from Ackworth who is suffering from
a Neuroblastoma. Three of our staff volunteered to
lead on this project for the school with the children of
key workers over the half term holiday.

Ackworth Community Scarecrow
Competition
We made scarecrows, it was such fun. We had a BLAST!
We stuffed the boy with some cotton and hay and we
stuffed the girl with the same stuffing. The scarecrows are
called Jessica and James. Me and my cousin made an
amazing sign, it said ‘keep safe and carry on.’ It was
absolutely beautiful; I did keep safe and she did carry on
and that’s how we made our beautiful scarecrows.

Diamond, Year 4

Summarised below are the events that
have unfortunately had to be postponed
this summer term, which would have
involved our local community:

• Year 6 - Young Leaders Award - Archbishop
of York Youth Trust Award

• Spring Clean 2020 – Community Litter
Picks scheduled throughout the summer
term

• Primary schools of Ackworth – co-
ordinated schools’ litter pick, scheduled
for w/c 15th June 2020

• Mother’s Day & Summer Flower Arranging
• Year 4 Resilience Day
• Second chance clothing appeals
• Cupcake Day for Alzheimer’s
• Primary schools Business & Enterprise

workshop
• Coram House & Senior School Summer

Productions
• Primary schools Olympic Day
• Ackworth Gala
• Party on the Green
• Summer Ball
• Supporting the Ackworth Pram Race

Events

VE 75th Anniversary Celebrations
The Second World War marked the greatest loss of
life in any conflict in history. The village of
Ackworth came together to remember those who
gave the ultimate sacrifice.
Thank you to Henry from the U6th who played the
Last Post, followed by the Reveille to mark the 2-
minute silence.
Our VE Day Celebrations were completed by Daniel
Marks our Director of Music, who co-ordinated a
masterpiece, in the rendition of ‘We’ll Meet Again’,
sung by Ackworth School pupils, parents and
teachers. A big thank you to everyone who was
involved and a special well done to Daniel Marks
for his creativity and enthusiasm in making this
happen.
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As an Old Scholar, I’ve known of Glenthorne Quaker
Guest House (https://glenthorne.org) for 35 years.
My familiarity with the name was helped by the
fact that the parents of two of my contemporaries,
Rebecca and Rachael Harrison, were the wardens
whilst we were at school in the 1980s. A few years
ago, I made a small detour especially to see what it
looked like, but this November was the first time I
have stayed there.

For one weekend every November, an Ackworth-
connected group of Old Scholars and Quakers stay for
two days with a remit to do nothing but relax and
spend time together. It is an experience I will definitely
repeat: the alchemy of Lake District beauty,
comfortable rooms and beds, fantastic food and the
peace that always seems to be present in a Quaker
establishment. The company was the highlight though:
Ackworth as our common thread is always a rich
starting point for stories and looking for the
connections, coincidences and the ‘keeping bright the
chain’ that follows from sharing experiences of our
particular few years in one of our collective favourite
places. I love finding those two or three degrees of
separation when you talk to an Old Scholar who was at
school more than a decade before or after you, but
who you can link to through the common knowledge
of others (children or staff) who were there in the
intervening years.

I knew most of those attending at least a little, through
Easter Gathering, Open Day or School Committee (I
became a School Committee Member just over a year

ago so am still learning the ropes), but the meals,
evening in the common room, leisurely but good walk
on Saturday, wandering round Grasmere and having
coffee as a group in one of the posh hotels in the village
on Sunday gave plenty of opportunities to get to know
people better and learn more about the diversity of
what people do after Ackworth.

There were a number of particular highlights for me:
the kindness of Stewart Huntington and Andy Whiteley
in trailing out to collect me from Windermere station
late on Friday night; successfully bidding in an informal
evening auction for a print of Henry Melville’s 1830
engraving of school that had been kindly donated by
Helen Beaumount and Stephen Lonsdale to raise funds
for the school Swimming Pool Appeal; the chance
spotting that Mozart’s Requiem was being performed
in the village church early Saturday evening so five of us
could nip down and hear it; meeting on Sunday
morning with the added beauty of Lakeland fells
around us.

I was not the only first-timer on the weekend: Alison
Tyas, Old Scholar 1951-57 and a previous Clerk of
School Committee, attended for her first time despite
having a Quaker pedigree stretching back centuries,
whereas I am a ‘Muggle-born’ Ackworthian in contrast.
We agreed entirely on what a welcoming experience it
was – we highly recommend it to you.

Mike McRobert (mikeandannabel@hotmail.com)
organises the weekend and welcomes enquiries
about availability of spaces.

Glenthorne Visit

A newcomer to Glenthorne:
A calming yet stimulating, peaceful yet sociable weekend
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Old Scholar News

Anniversary
Commission

The Ackworth School Football Academy was
powering through its coaching programme
in the early part of this year, before the
pandemic brought everything to a halt.

Offering a two-year elite football
development programme for boys
and girls in conjunction with three
A level subjects, it is run by Jamie
Fullarton, an ex-English Premier
League footballer and coach who is
one of the selected coaches in the
country to hold the UEFA Pro Licence.

Since moving to being an online school in late
March, Jamie and the Academy members have
had to make similar adjustments. Jamie now runs
regular coaching sessions online, so that his players can
maintain their fitness levels and develop important
skills, both tactically and technically. This means, no
matter where these Academy members are in the
world, they can continue to progress and develop.

This new routine is in stark contrast to the previous few
months which saw the Academy travel to Dundee,
Scotland, to play against professional clubs Dundee and
Dundee United, and the winter training camp in
Marbella, Spain where the U19s linked up with Costa
Unida CF, the Spanish Academy, which is another
member of Jamie’s growing football organisation.

‘Like everyone, we’ve had to adapt to a new
normal,’ said Jamie. ‘We’re thankful that we

have access to the technology that we do,
so no matter where we are in the world,
we can still come together as a team.’

Jamie is now turning his attention to
continuing the Academy’s success
with the addition of a new U12s team
from September this year.

Entry to Ackworth's Football
Academy is through an assessment

process overseen by the Academy
director, Jamie Fullarton. For more

details,contact:
admissions@ackworthschool.com

Football Academy

Dorothy Walker
Old Scholar, Dorothy Walker Robbins, the
granddaughter of Frederick Andrews,
Headmaster of Ackworth School in the 1920s,
will be turning 100 years old on November 14th.
Dorothy has been a very active Old Scholar for
many years.

In celebration of Ackworth School’s
240th anniversary this year, we
commissioned a special Ackworth
Anniversary Sampler. The sampler
was designed by Jane Greenoff to
celebrate the 240th Anniversary
this academic year (2019-2020).

The sampler is a limited edition
with each being numbered. The
sampler features the School and its
associated symbols, the cupola, the
lamb with a twig in its mouth and
the weather vane deliberately
depicted from the rear. (You'll
notice the letters are back to front.)
These symbols of Ackworth School
itself are surrounded by traditional
Quaker motifs.

The kit is available in 14-count Aida
or 28-count linen fabric, pre-sorted
threads, chart, instructions and
wrapped needle. It is currently only
available to purchase online at:

www.thecrossstitchguild.com
and will be available to
purchase in school soon.
Contact Nicola Gilbert for
further information:
nicola.gilbert@ackworthschool.com



Old Scholar News

finally, an old friend of mine gave us a lovely rendition
of Auld Lang Syne.

So despite the problems, we still managed to gather
together to have a great, if socially distant, Easter,
most of which can be accessed through Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/55068420952.

As a result of the situation I’m afraid that we had to
forego a couple of the formalities of Easter, in
particular, the AGM and Presidential Address which,
along with my presidency, I’m told will have to be
carried forward until 2021. We can only pray that the
situation will be back to something more like
normality by then and that we can go back to having
the sort of Easter Gathering we are more used to.

Until then, love and best wishes to all Friends out
there.

Pete Causer

The painting of Easter bonnets and eggs continued
under lockdown, with some fine results. The Easter
baking competition was a close run thing, and was won
by David Swales, with Gillian Turnbull as runner up.

For many years, Charles Stuart has created a
challenging quiz for Old Scholars to digest and solve.
This year, it was a music quiz, sent out via social media.
Charles might well consider this a better way to do
things, as there were fewer arguments about the
answers during lockdown!

Sunday Evening Reading was presented this year by
Janet Blann on YouTube. Easter Sunday Meeting for
Worship was introduced by a video of the interior of the
Meeting House, with an invitation to continue with a
private meeting for 45 minutes. A second video by
Jeffrey Swales introduced the Easter Sunday walk, but
this year, it was a slow, atmospheric stroll from the
bottom of Great Garden to Centre Library, and to other
areas of the school grounds – a touching reminder of
the school's idyllic environment.

The annual 'Badsworth' cross-country run has
continued to attract Old Scholar runners every year,
and it continued in 2020 in a different form. The
measured distance of the old Senior Badsworth course
is 7.44 km, so Old Scholars were invited to run this exact
distance from their homes, on Easter Monday morning
at 10am, the normal date and time of the event. On
completion, competitors were asked to send GPS
evidence of their run, including distance run, along with
elapsed times. President Pete Causer fired the virtual
starting gun, and supporters waited patiently for news
of the runners. The women's race was won by Eleanor
Thompson in a time of 38:58. David Wood won the
men's race in a time of 37 min, 33 sec. This was the first
time he had won a Badsworth race since 1970 – exactly
50 years earlier. All participants acknowledged that
although the distances were identical, there were
inevitable differences in the courses being run.

Easter Gatherings are often an opportunity for year
groups to arrange a reunion. This year was no
exception, except that everyone involved stayed at
home:

“On Saturday night ‘Class of ‘85 to ‘92, had a wonderful
Zoom reunion. It is 30 years since our GCSEs, being the 3rd
year to do GCSEs I think. Anyway our Zoom evening went
incredibly well, with about 15 or more of us. Many have
messaged since to say they are sorry to have missed it.
Thank you to Susie Hinchcliffe for hosting. Unfortunately
we were so absorbed we forgot to do a screen shot. After
two and a half hours of us all chatting I was left with an
overwhelming feeling of what lovely people I went to school
with and what interesting lives and careers they are having.
Everybody is keen to have a proper reunion after Covid.
Lastly thank you to Easter Gathering and Pete Causer for
their words of support.” Victoria Dublon Macdonald.

Perhaps an opportunity missed was the 'Music for a
Sunday Evening' annual event. It was a chance for
individual musicians to post their performances online,
but nothing came of this. However, some YouTube
posts of non-Ackworth performers did at least give a
flavour of what might have been.

Other significant contributions included 'Pop' and
'Poetry Half Hour'. Finally, Old Scholars were invited to
sing 'Auld Lang Syne' at home.

Looking to the future, it was envisaged that a delayed
reunion might take place this autumn, but this is far
from certain at the present time. Meanwhile, we hope
all Old Scholars, families and friends are passing safely
through this pandemic, and that we may be able to
meet again soon.

Janet Blann’s Sunday Evening Reading can be found on the Easter Gathering’s Facebook page
and also on her YouTube channel.

The hoped for Easter Gathering fell victim to
Covid-19, but the school's prompt and decisive
action in postponing the event was widely

welcomed by Old Scholars, avoiding any last-
minute confusion. However, regret was evident in
bucketloads.

Undeterred by the lockdown, our Easter Secretary, Sal
Wright (who was already putting on the finishing
touches in organising the event) went into overdrive to
arrange a 'virtual' Easter Gathering.

The President's Address normally takes place on the
evening of Easter Saturday, marking the end of his/her
presidency, before handing the role to the successor.
Under the circumstances, it was agreed that Pete
Causer's presidency would be extended for a full year.
This is not without precedent. In 1888-89, when the
Ackworth Old Scholars' Association was very young, the
chosen president, William Jones, was working abroad,
and was unable to carry out his duties, so was replaced
for part of the year by Joseph Pattison Drewett, but Mr
Jones' presidency was then extended by a full year.

During World War I, William Graveson had a three-year
presidency (1916-19) and during World War II, both
Arthur Cooper and James Westwood served for two
years each. Frederick Andrews, Ackworth's longest
serving head teacher, was president in 1892-93 and
again in 1919-20. But Pete Causer's extended
presidency is the first to be the result of an
international emergency.

The 2020 “virtual” Easter
Gathering – a view from the
president
Well, as everyone knows, the annual Ackworth Easter
Gathering fell victim to the global Coronavirus
situation, which meant that for the sake of everyone’s
health and well being, the event had to be cancelled.
However, our intrepid Easter Secretary wasn’t going to
take things lying down and with the help of FaceBook
and YouTube, pulled out all the stops to transfer as
many activities online as she could.

On Saturday Catherine Jackson provided us with
“School Today” in the form of the spring edition of
‘Ackworth Today’ and Nick Seed gave us a
demonstration of planting sunflowers. Sunday
morning - the local walk was a gentle stroll with Jeffrey
Swales around Great Garden and on up to the Meeting
House where meeting for worship was held in a very
empty room! After lunch, prepared in your own
kitchens, Chas Stuart gave us a music quiz from the
Mason’s Arms; there were Easter baking and bonnet
competitions (unfortunately we had to disqualify a
couple of entries, in particular those from Eggbert,
Elspeth and ex-president Aidan Mortimer, since it was
deemed that their entries were not their own work!);
a musical recital from very special guest performer,
Andrea Bocelli, singing live from the Duomo Di Milano
and, after a bit of a delay due to technical difficulties,
Janet Blann gave us a wonderful Sunday Evening
Reading.

There was “virtual Badsworth” and there were
submissions from Dee Yates and Sandra Lambert
amongst others for Poetry Half Hour. To polish off the
event we had probably some of the best entries for
Pop that we’ve ever seen including a beautiful couple
of pieces submitted from Missouri by someone who
would not normally have been able to join us and

Lockdown Easter Gathering

Pete Causer, the current Ackworth Old Scholars'
president flanked by a sea of all previous
presidents, from 1882 to the present.

A number of Easter Gathering events recur
annually, and Nick Seed (scholar 1965-71)
continued the tradition of planting sunflower
seeds at Easter, and subsequently publishing
photographs on social media to compare results.
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Obituary

On arriving at School in 1943 Jeanette (Old Scholar
1943-1950) was immediately moved up a year, then
quickly settled in and spent five happy years there
notably excelling as a pianist. In particular I remember
a most enjoyable eight-handed performance of ‘The
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba’ on two pianos in Centre
Library in which we both took part....an exhilarating
experience and great fun.

Instead of going on to University, Jeanette decided to
join the Civil Service and worked in Liverpool for many
years until her youngest child had left home. She
brought great tenacity and an enquiring mind to her
job and indeed to all her many interests. On promotion
she moved to Blackheath and Jeanette tackled a new
job with the Department of Health. At some point she
was awarded the MBE. Her husband Brian was an
active member of the Labour Party and Jeanette
supported the cause all her life.

In her late 50s Jeanette became aware that she was
losing her sight. She and Brian decided to move north
to Malton in order to set up home while she still had
enough sight to navigate her way in a new home. She
enlivened the local blind and partially sighted groups
as well as learning new computer skills to further her
quest to find a way to translate sheet music into an
accessible form. When her husband died Jeanette
fiercely resisted moving into supported
accommodation with the question, ‘do you think I can’t
manage’? And indeed she could and did manage
because she was highly organised. Living alone, she
would only accept minimal support for several years
until ill health problems forced her into a Home in
Harrogate for the last years.

Throughout her life wherever she lived Jeanette and
her husband attended their local Quaker Meeting
where she occasionally spoke, often posing challenging
questions of herself and the Meeting.

Jeanette Crookes née Nuttall

Front row, second from right: Jeanette at the last East Coast Guild gathering
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Peter Dibb (1943 – 1950) the son of a Huddersfield
accountant, was born in 1933 in Honley. The
excellent sporting facilities that Ackworth offered
may have prompted his parents to send him to the
school because he soon developed a life-long
passion for sport, especially cricket.
Peter was a remarkable individual. He played
cricket for nine different clubs in the Huddersfield
League over 62 seasons, scoring over 17000 runs
and taking over 3000 wickets. He had periods as
the professional for five of the clubs. Apparently he
kept his cricket bat under his bed because he
valued it so highly.
Toward the end of his cricket career, Peter enjoyed
playing for the Penguins, a team formed in 1924 by
a group of doctors from Leeds Royal Infirmary.
They came to Ackworth every year to play a fixture
against a Masters’ XI, a team of 3 or 4 masters and
the best cricketing boys from the First XI which
included Peter. Peter, as a 16 year old in 1949,
would have been batting against the Penguins, with
the master and future head of school, Albert
Lindley.
Apart from cricket, Peter played hockey until he
was 61 and was a member of Longwood Harriers
Athletics Club from 1980. Even at the age of 76 he
was running distances from 100 to 1000 metres.
He usually attended the Easter Ackworth Old
Scholars weekend and, of course, he ran the
Badsworth.

Peter was a gentle, quiet spoken man. He worked
as an accountant in Leeds. He had one daughter
Paula, a sister, Gillian, three nephews and one
niece. He was the archetypal Yorkshireman, and
rarely out of the county for long. On one occasion
he went with a group of Ackworth Old Scholars for
a weekend in Paris, but the city and the food were
not to his liking.
After ending his sporting activities Peter still
remained very active. He walked, together with his
friend Patricia, doing the Three Peaks, Scafell Pike,
Skiddaw, Snowdon and other local mountains.
He died suddenly walking in a bluebell wood near
his birthplace Honley.

Peter Dibb (1943 - 50)
Obituary

Obituaries

Leslie Steed
Old Scholar from 1928 – 1935, Leslie Steed, died
6th May 2020 aged 101. Pictured left, he is
celebrating his 100th birthday in 2018.

John Parkinson
We are sad to learn that John
Parkinson, Ackworth School Old
Scholar 1945 - 1951, died in April 2020.

Reconnect with your classmates
Join our Old Scholar platform, Ackworth School Connect, today. Share memories with other Old Scholars on
the social network dedicated to the Ackworth community. Sign up at www.ackworthschoolconnect.com

Old Scholar News
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On 20 March 2020 Ackworth School, like all other
schools in the UK, closed its doors and reopened
in the virtual world relying on remote technology
stretching across many thousands of miles in a
determined effort to keep our community
together. Some of you have been on significant
journeys both literally and metaphorically. Some
of you have continued to attend school
throughout this time as your parents have
provided essential services and support.

For our Upper Sixth the end came far too quickly
giving little time to prepare, no time to reflect and
gird their loins to step into the wider world, but
oh, how they rose to the occasion! Coming
together for the last time in the Meeting House
they spoke from their hearts, tears fell, smiles and
laughter crept in amongst the sadness as they
shared their personal thoughts which had been
hurriedly gathered together. A moment to
treasure as they faced the future where all that
had been expected and understood had been
changed. What now? No revision, no exams, a
new road to follow but one where the next steps
were to be mapped by what they had done
before, not what extra they had hoped to do.
Would it be enough?

As the rest of the school entered the world of
online learning I have been in the privileged
position of seeing how amazingly well so many
pupils have coped. The independence, the desire
to go above and beyond, so much evidence of
how pupils have been ready to help each other
out. I have seen many records of staff contacting
home offering support, making sure a guiding
hand is nearby; teachers modifying, adapting,
getting to grips with many new ways of teaching
and working so hard to make sure no-one has
been left behind. The patience, perseverance,
tenacity and resilience shown has been relentless.

I have felt immensely proud as I have read the
Special Mentions which have been recorded in

recognition of the work so many of you have
produced. In Senior School at the time of writing
1047 have been awarded during the time school
has been online. Some of the feedback has made
me smile, some has made me shed tears as I have
been able to share in the pride your teachers have
felt in the work many of you have produced. You
have shown you can work independently
developing many skills and confidences. You have
come together to work collaboratively,
demonstrating an ability to co-operate to reach a
common goal to the best of your ability. You have
been amazing – well done – we are very proud of
you and your teachers; we should also not forget
the support your families have provided.

The Spring of 2020 will stand out for many
reasons. The word ‘unprecedented’ has been
over-used but is still so apt. I will remember this
time and hope that each of you will take from this
experience values that will help you in the future;
simple things which we easily forget – spending
time with each other, looking after each other,
remembering to treasure what we often take for
granted. Saying ‘thank you’, asking ‘can I help?’, ‘is
everything okay?’… wouldn’t the world be a better
place if we manage to keep on doing this? I hope
we do.

Lynda Barker, Assistant Deputy Head

Staff Reflections of Covid-19
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